
Yellowknife Condominium Corporation # 8 
Northlands Trailer Park 
Park Management Report 
 
Happenings from the last month – October 22 to November 23, 2014 
 
This past month hasn’t been as busy as we were expecting, I would guess due to the mild start to this 
winter. Considering the issues surrounding the water and sewer project, I expected more calls than the 
office has currently received, which of course is great news. 
 
There still have been some issues; 
 
334, 446, 450 and 608 have had heat trace problems. All were minor and didn’t require much work at 
all. One was as minor as changing the outlet which the heat trace was plugged into, lol. 
 
413 and 588 had no water for a period of time but the Maintenance people were able to correct those 
without much issue. 
 
459 also had some problems. This one was a little more problematic as there was a rotten water vault 
and it had to be dug and repaired. It was a three or four day project to correct and kept the 
Maintenance crew busy then the other calls we received. 
 
Also during this past month we did have Maintenance check some properties for correctly working heat 
traces. The former Manager seemed to have Maintenance check several homes (but not all). We 
weren’t sure of why or exactly which ones so, we tried to keep this to a minimum. Check some where 
we knew the property owners would have a difficult time with it on their own. Some we had checked as 
the owners were away and rather than have a problem we thought we would be proactive. 
 
342 has an issue; the land is owned by Ted and Lynn’s company and the trailer is owned by others. The 
trailer owners have been told by Ted that it is their responsibility to have the trailer raised so the water 
and sewer can be connected (of course we believe this to be a City issue). The trailer owner isn’t 
receiving any of the documentation from us or any of the notices which are mailed as they go to the 
registered land owner. They seem to also be unaware of the local improvement tax. We advised them to 
look into this ASAP. We believe this should be paid by the land owner as the water and sewer would be 
for the property not the trailer. We are hoping this doesn’t become an issue, if it does it should be 
between the property and trailer owners. 
 
I guess the big issue this month was the skirting/access issue. As everyone is aware we met with Doug 
McNiven to discuss this and we will meet with the City on December 2, 2014. Until than we are hoping 
for no major freeze ups or problems (so far so good), currently the concern is the number of properties 
with the skirting removed and not reinstalled. Mike Auge from the City stated that all property owners 
that could reinstall their skirting were notified but, he would do a drive through to check that it was 
being done. I guess not being that trusting of the City; our office decided we should do our own drive 
around to see what was happen with skirting. We were surprised at the number of properties that still 
had their skirting off, we made note of the addresses and once we returned to the office quickly sent the 
list to the City. It appears the City and/or RTL have not notified property owners as it was originally 
stated. After receiving our list the City quickly drafted a letter to be delivered to all properties with no 
skirting or incomplete skirting. Unfortunately the City is unclear if that wanted the Condo Corp to see 



the letter or deliver it. We have sent an email to clarify who will be delivering the notices. We are 
expecting the City to do this as it is not a cost we and/or the Condo Corp should incur. 
 
I was contacted by Edge Magazine about doing a story on the construction project. They seemed very 
interested in how the project is going and the cost of the project and if there will be any residual cost to 
rate payers outside Northlands. It wasn’t something I felt I could discuss at this time as we are about to 
talk to the City. I stated I could really discuss that at this time and that I had no information that could 
say either way where the current cost are as the contract is between the City and RTL. I did state that 
the property owners inside CC#8 have agreed to pay (on the high end) $ 358 per month each for 25 
years to cover the project cost as per the tender. I also stated that CC#8 expected the City would do 
everything it could to keep the cost inline. I asked if they wanted my personal view on how this was 
originally done, this I stated to the City and public before our office took over the management. They 
listened to my view and thoughts but didn’t think there was much of a story in my view as it had now 
moved beyond where I thought it should have gone. It is the cost of the current project and its effect on 
the entire City they are interested in. There doesn’t seem to be any negative view on CC#8 but, more of 
a concern for the City to manage and control this project as they seem to have control issues elsewhere. 
I know the owners of Edge well and they have agreed not to do any story on the construction project or 
CC#8 at this time. I told them anything they did could affect our position with the City and they 
understood that and agreed to just wait and see what happens. It may be something to look at later 
depending on where things go with the City. 
 
The Budget meeting is scheduled for Dec 11 and 18, 2014 at NUP. Mark it on your calendars. 
 
I look forward to watching Doug work on Dec 2, 2014, during our next City meeting. 
 
That is management as I saw it for the last month. 
 
Thanks 
 
Lee Sacrey 
G L Services 


